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1. INTRODUCTION 
Determining the shortest path between two points in a plane region 
subject to the condition that the path stay entirely within the region is a 
problem of practical and theoretical interest. Practically, it arises in 
computer science in devising efficient algorithms for guiding robot motion. 
Theoretically, it raises the mathematical problems of whether such shortest 
paths exist and are unique, how they may be characterized geometrically, 
and whether such geometric analysis might yield inequalities that could be 
applied in algorithmic studies of finding shortest paths. In resolving these 
theoretical problems we generalize the notion of shortest paths in order to 
allow for points that cannot be joined by any path of finite length within 
the given region. We show that any two points of such a region may be 
joined by a locally shortest path (see Definition 3.1), a path that is the 
shortest path between any two of its points neither of which is an endpoint. 
We thank John Milnor for suggesting in a conversation that our treat- 
ment of shortest paths be extended to include pairs of points not joined by 
paths of finite length. Our results in this direction appear in Section 3 on 
locally shortest paths. The crucial step (Section 3.4 in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1) is establishing the existence of such paths joining arbitrary 
pairs of points in W. 
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When the region g is a topological 2-disk in the plane we answer the 
theoretical questions raised above as follows: 
l Each pair of points in ~8 is joined by a unique (locally) shortest 
path in 9?. (See Theorems 2.1, 2.3, and 3.1.) 
l There are global and local geometric characterizations of locally 
shortest paths. (See Theorem 2.3 and its corollary.) 
l There is an inequality that shows how close a given path joining 
p and q in 95? must be to the unique shortest path from p to q in terms of 
how close the length of that path is to the length of the shortest path. This 
inequality, together with other results in this paper, can be used to locate 
the shortest path from p to q in 9 within a narrow band about the given 
path stretching from p to q. (See Section 3, and particularly, Theorem 3.5.) 
We were led to this project because Richard D. Bourgin and Sally 
E. Howe [BH] have recently developed an algorithmic solution to the 
shortest path problem under the assumption that the boundary of the 
region W consist of finitely many convex or concave arcs. Algorithmic work 
of this sort has traditionally made assumptions about the nature of the 
boundary of 9 (convexity or concavity as cited above, or polygonality or 
other such assumptions). However, intuition suggests that the geometric 
and topological nature of the paths being sought algorithmically has 
nothing to do with these conditions on the boundary. We prove that this 
intuition is correct. 
We make no assumptions about the boundary of 9, other than that it 
is a topological circle in the plane. Thanks to the Schiinflies theorem 
[M, Theorem 6, p. 68; Theorem 4, p. 721 this is equivalent to assuming 
that 9? is a closed topological 2-disk (henceforward, simply “disk” or 
“Jordan region”). The uniqueness results do not extend to three dimensions. 
(Think of a dimpled ball with points p and q located on opposite sides of 
the dimple inside the region. If the dimple has a spherical cap, there is a 
continuum of shortest paths within the dimpled ball joining these points.) 
Nor do they extend to nonsimply connected plane regions without modili- 
cation. (Think of an annulus with points p and q diametrically opposite, 
both on the inner boundary. There are two shortest paths joining these 
points within the region.) Thus we prove these theorems of uniqueness of 
shortest paths in the most general topological context in which any simple 
notion of uniqueness (as opposed to equivalence) can hold. We put these 
forward as a common context for algorithms to find unique shortest paths. 
Our methods involve pointwise examination of the behavior of locally 
shortest paths. These paths are supported at every point other than their 
endpoints by a geometrical halfdisk whose interior is interior to 9; 
moreover, these paths are locally straight at each point where they are inte- 
rior to 9. In terms of bending, our conditions come down to saying that 
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shortest paths in &Y are locally straight in the interior of 9%’ and may only 
change direction at points of the boundary of W where the path may bend 
but not double back, in a sense specified in Corollary 2.2. (See also 
Theorem 2.3.) Conversely, any path in B that satisfies these conditions is 
the unique (locally) shortest path between its endpoints. 
Our final results show that these (locally) shortest paths are very well 
behaved and can be described by giving the direction of their forward 
derivative as a function of arclength. These paths are essentially pieced 
together out of straight segments and spirals that turn continuously to the 
right or to the left, depending on whether the boundary of the region 
touches the right or the left side of the (oriented) curve. (See Section 4.) 
We are pleased to acknowledge the help of several colleagues in the 
course of this project. In addition to John Milnor, they include James 
Cannon, Sally Howe, Victor Klee, Michael Martin, and Francis Sullivan, 
each of whom either critically read one or another version of our 
manuscript, or suggested references with which we had not previously been 
aware. 
The following notation and terminology will remain fixed throughout 
this paper. 
W is a topological disk in R2. (We will also speak of W as a Jordan 
region in the plane.) 
The boundary of 9 is 89. 
9” is the unit circle in R2. (Note: Y is a capital S.) 
9 is the closed unit disk in R2 (whose boundary is, thus, 9’“‘). 
2. GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SHORTEST PATHS 
2.1. Curves of Finite Length 
The interior of W, written B’, is homeomorphic to 9\Y’. It is both 
connected and open, hence polygonally arcwise connected. Consequently, 
whenever p and q are points of B”, there is a path of finite length joining 
them in 9. We will avoid for the moment the complexities of points not 
joined by any paths of finite length. Such points are found in topological 
disks whose boundaries contain spirals of infinite length or appropriately 
intertwined sections of x sin l/x type curves. We extend our treatment to 
cover such problem points in Section 3. 
Fix I > 0 and assume that p and q are points of 9 joined by some path 
fin Se of finite length I’ < 1. Let this path be parameterized by arclength on 
[0, 1’1 and have constant value f(l’) on the interval [I’, f]. For 0 <si, 
s2 < I, we see that IIf -f(si)ll < Is2 -siI because the left side represents 
the straight line distance between f(si) and f(s2) and the right side 
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dominates the length off between them. Thus all such functions satisfy the 
same Lipschitz condition of order 1. Let 4 denote the collection of 
continuous B-valued functions on [O, 11, parameterized as above, whose 
arclengths do not exceed 1. It follows from the Lipschitz inequality just 
mentioned that 4 is an equicontinuous family. Since 9 is compact, 4 is 
precompact when equipped with the supremum norm, by the theorem of 
Arzela and Ascoli. Observe that the function that sends g in 4 to its 
arclength is lower semicontinuous. It follows that 4 is compact. Moreover, 
if f is a limit path of a sequence of paths in B joining p and q whose 
arclengths decrease to m, the infimum of all arclengths of paths in 9 
joining p and q, then the arclength off is m. This argument, known to 
Hilbert (see [C, p. III-12]), establishes the nontrivial part of 
THEOREM 2.1. (Existence of shortest paths in a disk). Let W be a 
topological disk in R2. Then between each pair of points p and q in .%? there 
is at least one path in W which minimizes arclength among ail paths in 9 
joining these points. 
The trivial part of the theorem is that it also holds when all paths 
between p and q in 9%’ have length + co. Throughout Section 2, we will deal 
only with paths of finite length. 
2.2. Locally Supporting Ha&paces and “Bending Away” 
Each point z of W” is interior to a multitude of nontrivial shortest paths 
in 9. Our first goal is to characterize those z in 897 which are nonendpoints 
of some nontrivial shortest path in 9. The result is as might be expected: 
locally, a&! must “bend away” from 93’“. More precisely, for z E 893 say that 
z admits a locally supporting halfspace inside 9 provided there are a 
neighborhood N in R2 of z and a closed halfspace H whose bounding line 
contains z such that H n N c 9%‘. When N is a disk centered at z then HA N 
is a halfdisk and hence z E 89 admits a locally supporting halfspace inside 
W if and only if there is a halfdisk centered at z inside 9% 
From now on, implicit in the use of the phrase “shortest path” is the fact 
that there is a path in the region of finite length joining the given 
endpoints. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Shortest paths and locally supporting halfspace). Let 
z E 899. There exist points p and q in 9 distinct from z such that a shortest 
path joining p and q in W passes through z tf and only if z admits a locally 
supporting halfspace in 9. 
Proof The “if” part is direct since, in the notation introduced in the 
above definition, points p and q may be chosen on the bounding line for 
H and within N, one on each side of z. 
To prove the “then” part, suppose now that z lies on a shortest path in 
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9 joining points p and q, both distinct from z. Pick any point w  #z, 
WE%‘. Let r,=~min(llz--w(J, (Iz-p/J, llz-q11) and let S1 denote the 
circle of radius rl centered at z. Pick r > 0 sufficiently small so that if y E a9 
and (1 y - z(J < r then each point of 89 between y and z (in one of the two 
possible directions) is within ri of z. Note that r < ri. Let S denote the 
circle of radius r centered at z. Construct a homeomorphism f: CO, 1 ] --f W 
with f(0) = z and f(1) = w  such that both 
1. Range(f)\{z, w} ~93”; and 
2. on each compact subinterval Z of (0, l), Range(fl,) is polygonal 
and no segment in Range(f) is tangential to S. 
(To see that such an f exists, note that if w’ and z’ are the points of 9” 
corresponding to w  and z under a homeomorphism between 9 and 5$ then 
a path satisfying the first condition may be obtained by composing the 
linear map from [0, 11 onto the line segment [z’, w’] with that 
homeomorphism. One may easily modify such a function to satisfy the 
other conditions as well.) 
Denote Range(f) by T. Since T is connected and 11 w  - zll > r it follows 
that S n T# 0. In fact, S n T is finite by (2), of odd cardinality (since f 
starts at z inside S and ends at w  exterior to S), and by (1 ), each point of 
S n T is in some open arc of S n 93”. Hence some component of S A W” 
must contain an odd number of points of T. Let A be the closure of such 
a component of Sn9’, with endpoints e, and e,. Observe that ej belongs 
to &%nS and hence ei$ T by (1) for i= 1 and 2. (See Fig. 1.) - 
If C1 and Cz are the components of M\{ w, z} then since Ci u T is 
homeomorphism to Y ‘, it bounds a topological disk ai for i = 1 and 2 by 
the Schiinflies theorem. Since eiE &%!\{ w, z}, it follows that eiE C, u C2 for 
i = 1 and 2, and for notational convenience we may and will assume that 
e, E C,. Because T is crossed an odd number of times as A is traversed 
from e, to e2, e,E&?f n 899 and hence e2E C2. 
For each point x of A denote the largest disk centered at x entirely 
contained in W by D(x). Thus, for example, the radius of D(e,) is 0. 
Observe that the bounding circle, do(x), of D(x) contains at least one 
point of 89 and no such disk has radius exceeding r since ZE 893 and 
llz - xl1 = r for xf SX A. In particular, then, w  4 D(x) for x E A since 
llw-xl\ >r. For i= 1 and 2 let 
Aj= {xEA:aD(x)n(Ciu {z})#@}. 
Evidently ei E Ai and each Ai is closed. Since A = A, u A2 is connected, 
there is a point XE A, n A*. For this X either 
Case A. There are points ai E Ci n do(X) for i = 1 and 2 such that the 
open segment (ai, a2) is contained in 9’; or 
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FIG. 1. The general picture for Theorem 2.2. 
Case B. z E aD( X). 
Proof for Case A. Observe that in Case A, z $ [al, a2] since the con- 
trary would force z E 9 ‘. By choice of r > 0 the simple closed curve consist- 
ing of that section of 89 containing .z and extending in each direction up 
to and including the points a, and a2, together with the segment [a,, a2 J, 
lies entirely within the circle S, of radius rr. But p and q are exterior to S,. 
Hence [ai, a2] disconnects R into two components, one of which contains 
z and the other of which contains both p and q (Fig. 2). 
To reach a contradiction, observe that the portion of the shortest path 
joining p and q between its first and last crossing of [a,, a2 J could be 
strictly shortened by travelling along this segment between these first and 
last crossings. It follows that Case A does not occur. 
Proof for Case B. Now consider Case B. Assume no halfdisk centered 
at z lies in W since otherwise there is nothing left to prove. We will find 
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FIG. 2. Case A. 
points a, and a, on 86% so that (a,, u2) E 92” and the segment [a,, a*] 
divides 92 into two components one of which will contain z while the other 
component contains both p and q. The argument then proceeds as in 
Case A. Let L be the line tangent to D(X) at z and H the closed halfspace 
containing D(X) with bounding line L. Pick a positive r’< r such that if 
y E 6% and )( y - zJI < r’ then for each point y’ E 899 between y and z (in one 
of the two directions of travel along M?) it follows that )( y’ - z(( <r. In 
particular, if y E a9 and 11 y - zll < r’ then the portion of 28 between y 
and z does not intersect the open ray L’ emanating from z which goes 
through X. 
The set (H\[D(X)u L’])” has two components, say F1 and F2. 
Suppose that F, contains a point a; within r’ of z which is exterior to W. 
(If neither F, nor F2 contains such a point then the halfdisk centered at z 
of radius r’ which lies in H must be a subset of 9.) Let HD denote the 
halfdisk centered at z whose diameter lies along the line through a; and z 
with radius equal to the length of [a;, z] n D(X) and which lies on that 
side of its diameter which gives it maximal overlap with D(X). (See Fig. 3.) 
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FIG. 3. Case B. Note here that a, and a2 lie on the segment joining a; and a;. 
Assume HD\W # 0. Then there is a point a; E HD" \W. Starting at any 
point of [a;, a;] interior to D(X), travel in each direction along this 
segment until reaching the first intersections with 8% at, say, a, and a2. 
Because these two points of a%’ are within r’ of z, each may be joined to 
z by a portion of 892 which does not intersect L', and hence there is a 
connected section of a&?,, here denoted by G, which has endpoints a, and 
a2 and which does not cross the open ray L’\(z). 
It is important to establish that ZE G. (See Fig. 4.) Suppose z 4 G. 
Observe that the topological disk & whose boundary is G u [aI, a,] is a 
subset of 9 which must contain z. (Otherwise, if z 4 9&, then G would 
intersect L*.) Since z does not belong to either G or to the segment 
[a,, a2], it must be an interior point of Ye,; hence z is an interior point of 
99, a contradiction which establishes z$ G. It follows that [a,, a,] 
separates z from both p and q in 9, and, as in the last portion of the 
argument used in Case A above, the shortest path between p and q would 
never reach beyond [a,, a2] to z. The proof is thus complete. 1 
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FIG. 4. G does not intersect L’ so ~8~ must lie “above” [a,, az] as indicated here. (Rotate 
to match Fig. 3.) I f  G joins a, and a2 without containing z it looks like the curve. But this 
would force z E 9” which is impossible. 
If a shortest path contains a point z E a&? in its range, then among the 
halfdisks in W centered at z, at least one must “box in’fbetween it and iM. 
This may be expressed more formally as 
COROLLARY 2.1. (Special halfdisk). Let f be a shortest path in 9 joining 
points p and q. Suppose that z is a point of Range(f) n 899 distinct from 
p and q. Then there is a halfdisk HD in 9 centered at z sueh that 
Range(f)n(HD)“=a. 
Proof: The proof consists of applying the previous theorem to an 
appropriately chosen subregion of 3. If HD, is a halfdisk in W centered at 
z to which neither p nor q belongs and whose interior intersects Range(f) 
then HDl n Range(f) must be a radius through HD,” since f is a shortest 
path. If a denotes the endpoint of this radius on the bounding semicircle, 
extend the ray from z through a to the first point, u’, belonging to 89. 
Then [z, a’] devides 9 into two subregions. Without loss, suppose that the 
path f starts at p and reaches a before reaching z. (Otherwise, interchange 
the roles of p and q below.) If WI denotes the subregion containing q then 
observe that all points in Range(f) between z and q must belong to 93, 
since the contrary would force some point w  of this section of Range(f) on 
the segment [a, a’] which in turn contradicts the fact that f is a shortest 
path. (Indeed, assuming the contrary, we could replace the portion off 
between a and w  by the segment [a, w], thus shortening f ). Thus, since the 
portion off from a to q is a shortest path in W, joining these points, and 
since z is a nonendpoint of this path, according to Theorem 2.2. there is a 
halfdisk HD centered at z in 9,. Then HD satisfies the conditions of the 
corollary. 1 
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2.3. Local Straightness and Dividing Harfdisks 
A path in W with range C will be called locally straight in W” if for each 
point x of C n 9” there is an open disk 0 centered at x contained in 99” 
such that Cn 0 is a straight line segment. In order to characterize those 
paths in W which are shortest between their endpoints, conditions such as 
local straightness at each point of the path in 9” together with those 
specified in Corollary 2.1 for the points of the path which belong to BW 
might seem at first to suffice. However, as the elementary example of Fig. 5 
points out, an additional condition is required that will prevent the path 
from doubling back on itself. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (Dividing halfdisk). Say that a point z of 899 which 
belongs to the range of a path f in 99 admits a dividing halfdisk for f 
centered at z if both 
1. there is a closed halfdisk HD in W centered at z such that 
Range(f) n (HD)” = 0; and 
2. whenever a is a point of the open semicircle (i.e., not including its 
two endpoints) which bounds HD and a’ is the first point of 89 on the 
open ray from z through a, then the endpoints p and q off lie in different 
components of %?\[z, a’]. 
In Section 2.4 another “dividing” notion is introduced. It, too, yields a 
concise characterization of those points which lie on the shortest path in a 
Jordan region joining given endpoints. (See Theorems 2.4 and 4.2.) 
FIG. 5. HD is a supporting halfdisk for both paths shown. HD is not a dividing halfdisk 
for the dotted path shown from p to q, but is a dividing halfdisk for the solid path shown from 
p to q’. 
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If f is a shortest path in 9 joining its endpoints and g is a (reasonable) 
reparameterization off, then g is also a shortest path. Nevertheless, from 
the point of view of the geometry of 9I?, these paths should be identified; in 
fact, in all questions of uniqueness considered in this paper, paths will be 
identified when they are reparameterizations of one another. Usually this is 
accomplished by restricting attention to the range of such paths. Thus, we 
shall say that there is a unique shortest path from p to q in W provided any 
two shortest paths in 9? joining these points have the same range. Note also 
that a shortest path in 9 must be one-to-one and hence a homeomorphism 
onto its range. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Local straightness and dividing halfdisks characterize 
unique shortest paths). Let B be a topological disk in R*. If there is a path 
in $8 joining given points p and q which is of finite length then there is a 
unique shortest path f in 8 joining p and q and f has the following properties: 
1. f is a homeomorphism onto its range; 
2. f is locally straight in the interior of W; 
3. there is a dividing halfdisk for f  at each nonendpoint off that lies 
in the boundary of 92. 
Conversely, i f f  is a path in 9 of finite length joining p and q and satisfies 
1, 2, and 3 above then f  is the shortest path in W joining p and q. 
We remark again that the uniqueness claim above refers to the identifica- 
tion of the ranges of these paths in 9 and not to the identification of the 
parameterized paths themselves. 
Proof. Let m be the length of a shortest path joining p and q in 6%‘. Sup 
pose that f  and g are paths in 9%’ with distinct ranges that join p and q and 
that each has length m. We will show that this leads to a contradiction. 
Parameterize each by arclength on [0, m] starting at p. Under these 
assumptions there must be a nondegenerate closed interval [a, b] c [0, m] 
such that f  and g agree only at the endpoints of this interval. Moreover, 
from the minimality of the lengths off and g, it follows that arclength 
(f I Cn,bl) = arclengthkl Ca,bl). We will localize our argument to such a non- 
degenerate subinterval and for notational simplicitly we will describe this 
subinterval as if it were [0, m], so that f  and g are taken to be shortest 
paths in 9? joining p and q, each parameterized on [0, m] by arclength, 
f(O) = g(O) = P, f(m) = g(m) = 4, and Ran&f IcO,,J n Rawekl cO,mJ = Izr. 
9 is simply connected; hence the topological disk 9?? whose boundary is 
Range(f) u Range(g) must be a subset of 9. Suppose L is a line of support 
of 9’ distinct from, but parallel to, the line through p and q and let z be 
a point of L n 9’. By relabelling if necessary, assume z E Range( f  ). Because 
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fis a shortest path in 8, it is a shortest path in 9’ as well, and hence by 
Theorem 2.2 there is a halfdisk HD contained in 9’ centered at z. But since 
L supports a’, L must be an extension of the bounding diameter of HD 
and hence Range(f) must coincide with L inside HD. In particular, this 
argument shows that L n 9’ is an open subset of L (Fig. 6). Since this 
intersection is clearly closed as well and is neither empty nor all of L, we 
have reached a contradiction as a consequence of assuming the existence of 
L. Thus each support line of 9’ parallel to the line through p and q must 
coincide with that line, and hence Range(f) = Range(g). This is a 
contradiction and it establishes the uniqueness claim. 
The proof of the first half of this theorem will be completed by 
establishing that shortest paths have the three characteristics stated in the 
theorem. Both (1) and (2) are direct. As for the third condition, let f be the 
shortest path in W joining p and q. Suppose that ZE Range(f) n 8% is 
neither p nor q, and let HD be any halfdisk in 9 centered at z whose inte- 
rior contains no points of Range(f). (See Corollary 2.1.) Let a’ E 89 be any 
point for which the segment [z, a’] is both contained in 9 and contains 
some point of HD”. Denote the point on the bounding semicircle of HD 
along [z, a’] by a. Because f is the shortest path no point x of Range(f) 
belongs to [z, a’]. (Otherwise we would have [x, z] c Range(f) and yet 
both [a, z] c [x, z] and [a, z] d Range(f).) It follows that the only point 
of intersection of Range(f) with [z, a’] is the point z itself. Moreover, since 
[z, a’] separates 9 into two topological subdisks and the local traverse of 
89 through z leads from one of them into the other, evidently p and q are 
separated in W by [z, a’] as was to be shown. 
To prove sufficiently of our conditions we compare a path fin W joining 
p and q and satisfying conditions (l)-(3) with the shortest path g in W join- 
ing p and q. We need only show that the argument used in the proof of the 
first half of this theorem can be applied to this f and g. Assume for now 
that Range(f) # Range(g). Then exactly as above may restrict attention to 
an appropriate subinterval of the domains off and g on which Range(f) u 
FIG. 6. L n 9 is both open and closed on L. 
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Range(g) forms the boundary of a topological disk, the region W’. (The 
domain off and g will be restricted to this subinterval below). In order to 
apply the previous argument all we need show is that if L is any support 
line for W’ parallel to but distinct from the line through p and q, and if 
ZE Ln 8, then there is a halfdisk centered at z inside 9’. Note that the 
argument of paragraph 2 of this proof establishes that z $ Range(g); hence 
ZE Range(f) is the only possibility. Moreover, if ZEW’ then such a 
halfdisk clearly exists since f is locally straight at z. 
Suppose, then, that ZE Range(f) n a% Let HD denote a dividing 
halfdisk for f in 9 centered at z. Since z # p, q there is a neighborhood of 
z which does not meet Range(g) and by shrinking HD if necessary, we 
may assume without loss of generality that HD’ n 89 = 0. Thus either 
HD” c R’ or HD” n W’ = 0. As we show next, the second alternative 
cannot occur. Indeed, suppose that W’ does not meet HD”. Observe first 
that the open halfplane bounded by L which contains no points of 9’ must 
contain some point a of HD”. (If not, then the bounding diameter of HD 
coincides with a segment of L and both the halfdisk and 9’ lie on the same 
side of L. Since z E 89’ it follows that HD” n (9’)’ # 0 which defies our 
assumption.) Now construct the point a’ E aa as in the definition of a 
dividing halfdisk for f at z on the extension of the segment from z to a. 
Because HD is a dividing halfdisk, p and q are in different components of 
W\[z, a’] and yet the curve g in W joins these points without crossing 
[z, a’] (since it never touches L). This contradiction shows that 
HD” n 9%” = Qr is impossible and consequently HD” c 9’. But then. the 
argument proceeds as in paragraph 2 of this proof, forcing the conclusion 
that no such L exists. It follows that Range(f) n Range(g) # 0 and the 
second half of the theorem has been established. 1 
While the third condition of Theorem 2.3 (the existence of a dividing 
halfdisk at each nonendpoint) is not a local condition since it involves the 
endpoints of Range(f), we have found it the most convenient form in 
which to state our results from the point of view of applicability. 
Nevertheless, as pointed out in the next corollary (a proof of which may 
be provided along lines already developed in detail) shortest paths can 
be completely characterized by local conditions. Some notation and a 
definition will be needed first. For any halfdisk HD, denote by - HD the 
complementary closed halfdisk, that is, the closed halfdisk for which 
HD u -HD is a closed disk. Moreover, for a homeomorphism f on an 
interval of R into R2 and halfdisk - HD centered at a point z of 
Range(f 1, letf-, denote the restriction off to the largest subinterval I 
of its domain containing f -r(z) such that Range(f1,) c -HD. 
DEFINITION 2.2 (Doubling back). Let f be a shortest path in a Jordan 
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region W, and suppose that z is a nonendpoint of Range(f) which belongs 
to dW. Say that f does not double back on itself at z provided there is an 
E > 0 such that whenever 0 -C r < E there is a halfdisk HD centered at z in 
W of radius r whose interior misses Range(f) for which Range(fC,HD3) has 
nonempty intersection with more than one connected component of 
(- HD) n (B?\(z)). (See Fig. 7.) 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Local conditions characterize shortest paths). Let W 
be a topological disk in R*. Let p and q be points of B which can be joined 
within $3 by a path offinite length. Then a homeomorphism f is the shortest 
path in 8 joining these points if and only if it satisfies the conditions 
1. f is locally straight in the interior of 9; 
2. f does not double back on itself in the sense of the previous definition, 
at any nonendpoint z of Range(f) which belongs to 89. 
2.4. Strict Separation 
In the previous subsection a geometric characterization of shortest paths 
was given in terms of the types of behavior such a path can exhibit in a 
neighborhood of each of the points of its range. In a somewhat different 
direction, it is also possible to characterize those points which must belong 
to the shortest path between given points of a Jordan region in much the 
same way as the points of the convex hull of a compact subset of R* may 
be characterized in terms of separating hyperplanes. In this regard, say that 
FIG. 7. Doubling back and the local version of the dividing halfdisk condition. The dotted 
path from p to q doubles back on itself while the solid path from p to q’ does not double back 
on itself but instead connects the hatched regions I and II. 
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a point z of 9 is strictly separated from p and q in 9 provided there is a 
closed nondegenerate line segment s whose endpoints belong to 89 and 
which otherwise is a subset of W” such that z belongs to one of the 
components of 9\s while both p and q belong to the other. 
A point belongs to the convex hull of a compact set A in R* if and only 
if no halfspace strictly separates the point from A. Analogously, we have: 
THEOREM 2.4 (Geometric characterization of the points of a shortest 
path). A point z of a Jordan region W belongs to the range of the shortest 
path in 9 joining given points p and q if z cannot be strictly separatedfrom 
p and q in & 
The proof of this result is postponed until Section 4, by which time the 
machinery will be available to make it straightforward. (See Theorem 4.2 
for a slight generalization and for the proof.) 
3. LOCALLY SHORTEST PATHS AND THE HOMEOMORPHISM 
BETWEEN 9x9 AND LOCALLY SHORTEST PATHS 
3.1. What Will Be Proved and How It Will Be Proved 
Theorem 2.3 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a pathfjoining 
p and q and lying wholly within a region W to be the unique shortest such 
path, provided there is a path of finite length from p to q within 9% The 
picture remains incomplete because there may well be pairs of points that 
cannot be connected by any path of finite length in 9%‘. To fill in this gap 
we show that each pair of points in 9 is joined by a path in 9 that is 
unique up to reparameterization and that is as short as possible, by which 
w-e mean that it is a locally shortest path in W according to the definition 
below: 
DEFINITION 3.1. A path f: [a, b] -+ W joining p and q in 59 is said to be 
a locally shortest path from p to q in W if f) rc,d, is a shortest path from f (c) 
to f(d) in W whenever {f(c), f(d)} n {p, q} = 0. 
The theorem on locally shortest paths is: 
THEOREM 3.1. Given a topological disk 4e, to each pair of points {p, q} 
from 9 there is a locally shortest path in W joining p and q. This path is 
unique up to reparameterization. We denote it M(p, q). The mapping 
from unordered pairs {p, q} to the closed sets Range(M(p, q)) is a 
homeomorphism when those closed sets are given the Hausdorff metric. 
Recall that two sets S and T are within E of each other in the Hausdorff 
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metric if an ordinary c-neighborhood of S contains T and an ordinary 
a-neighboyhood of T contains S. These Hausdorff metric neighborhoods 
will be used to ensure that a given path is close to the shortest path. 
There are three stages to proving Theorem 3.1: 
1. We show that the pointwise condition of the existence of support- 
ing halfdisks leads to neighborhood convexity for shortest paths-meaning 
that the paths locally look like the graphs of convex continuous functions. 
2. We show how neighborhood convexity of shortest paths can be 
used to establish geometric inequalities for paths and shortest paths that 
exactly parallel the inequalities between paths and shortest paths in the 
unconstrained plane. 
3. We use the geometric inequalities to prove the existence of locally 
shortest paths joining every unordered pair of points in W and the con- 
tinuity of the mapping from pairs of points to the ranges of the locally 
shortest paths joining them. 
These stages are taken up in the next three subsections of this section. 
3.2. Pointwise and Local Convexity Conditions 
For the purposes of this section, pointwise convex subsets play a vital 
role in extending the notion of shortest paths to locally shortest paths. 
Then, in Section 4, we will show that a nontrivial connected subset of the 
boundary of a topological disk belongs to the range of a (locally) shortest 
path if and only if it is pointwise convex as defined below. Theorem 2.2 
provided the motivation for: 
DEFINITION 3.2. A compact connected subset C of 899 which contains 
more than one point is pointwise convex with respect to W if for each point 
z E C other than its endpoints there is a halfdisk centered at z inside 9. 
(C is pointwise convex with respect to the complement of 9 if for each point 
zo C other than its endpoints there is a halfdisk centered at z whose 
interior does not intersect 9.) 
When we say simply that a subset C of aB is pointwise convex, we shall 
always mean “pointwise convex with respect to L%?.” 
The transformation from a pointwise condition to a local one is 
facilitated by 
DEFINITION 3.3. A pointwise convex subset C of a9 is neighborhood 
convex if for each point ZE C other than its endpoints there is a 
neighborhood N of z such that C n N is the (rotated translate of the) graph 
of some convex function defined on an open interval of the real line. 
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The background work for the proof of Theorem 3.1 begins with 
LEMMA 3.1. (Dichotomy for Jordan regions). For i= 1 and 2 let & be 
Jordan regions in R2 whose boundaries iMi share a connected subset C which 
is relatively open in Mi. Then there is a neighborhood 0 of C in R* such that 
either the interiors of 93, and g2 coincide within 0 or they are disjoint 
within 0. 
Proof. Let f: Y’ -+ M?, be a homeomorphism and also denote some 
extension of it to a homeomorphism of R* onto R2 again by x Let a and 
b be points of C. Abbreviate f -‘(a), f -l(b), and f -l(C) by a’, b’, and C’, 
respectively. Observe that M2\C is a compact set disjoint from the com- 
pact portion of C between a and b. Hence f - ‘(M’,\C) and the compact 
portion of Y’ contained in C’ between a’ and b’ are disjoint. Thus there 
is a Jordan curve 89; (which bounds a compact region W;) such that a’ 
and b’ belong to a%‘>, the open arc of C’ between a’ and b’ lies in the inte- 
rior of W;, and f(&&)n (a%!2ua%‘,) = (a, b}. Let MS and &?s be the 
images under f of their primed counterparts. Then consider the two Jordan 
subregions each determined by the portion of C between a and b and one 
of the two halves of &?I?3 between a and b. By construction each such sub- 
region is either entirely contained in &!i or is disjoint from Wp. Hence, in 
the open set 9; either the interiors of W, and g2 coincide or they are dis- 
joint. To complete the argument, slide a and b towards the respective 
endpoints of C and construct, for each intermediate choice of a and-b, an 
open set as above. By a straightforward argument, the union of the open 
regions so created will satisfy the conditions of the lemma. 1 
H. Tietze (see [I]) established a formally more general version of the 
following result in 1929. (A proof may also be found in [V, p. 53, 
Theorem 4.101.) We include a proof which capitalizes on the machinery 
already in place. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Pointwise convex boundaries bound convex sets). Let 9 
be a Jordan region such that for each point ZE 8.9, there is a harfdisk 
centered at z whose interior has empty intersection with 9”. Then &? is a 
convex set. 
Proof It suffices to prove that W” is convex. Let a and b be any two 
points of 9’. Since there is a polygonal path (and hence a path of finite 
length) in go joining a and b, there is a unique path, say S, of shortest 
length in W joining them. Let P = Range(f ). Suppose that z E P n &3?. 
There are two halfdisks centered at z of particular interest: HD, whose 
interior does not meet W” (whose existence is guaranteed by hypothesis), 
and HD2 which is contained in 5? and whose interior misses P (whose 
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existence is guaranteed by Corollary 2.1). The intersection of these two 
halfdisks must be the smaller of the two bounding diameters of these 
halfdisks, and hence &% n P n HD, n HD, is the smaller of the two 
bounding diameters, since both A%? and P are caught between the two 
halfdisks. Consequently the intersection of ~2% with P is relatively open in 
399, and since this intersection is clearly closed, it must be empty. Since P 
is locally straight in W” it follows that P is a line segment as had to be 
demonstrated. 1 
DEFINITION 3.4 (Notation). Let h be a homeomorphism on some inter- 
val with Range(h) = C. Given distinct points a and b of C it will be con- 
venient to let C(a, b) denote the section of C between a and b not including 
either endpoint. Similarly, C[a, b] will denote the set C(a, b) u {a, b}. By 
Iz@,~) (/I~“*~~) we shall mean the restriction of h to the subinterval of its 
domain whose range is C(a, b) (C[a, b]). 
The two results above lay the groundwork for a characterization of 
pointwise convex subsets of the boundary of Jordan regions. The first step 
in this direction extends the pointwise condition to a local one. 
THEOREM 3.3. (Pointwise convexity implies neighborhood convexity). 
Let C be a compact connected subset of the boundary of a topological disk 
2% in R2. If C contains more than one point and is pointwise convex then it 
is neighborhood convex. 
Proof: Refer to Fig. 8. The proof proceeds by constructing a Jordan 
region WI whose boundary is pointwise convex with respect to the comple- 
ment of 4. Suppose z is a nonendpoint of C and HD is a halfdisk centered 
at z inside 92. Let L, and L, be the lines perpendicular;to the diameter d 
of HD which pass through the two endpoints of d. Denote by I a line 
parallel to but distinct from that containing d such that the (solid) box B 
whose sides are d, L, (between d and I), L, (between d and I), and I 
(between L, and L2) contains no points of HD”. Let a and b denote the 
first points of intersection of 89 with the boundary of B in a traverse of 899 
in each direction, starting at z. Except in degenerate cases, by shrinking 
HD and moving 1 towards d if neceassry, we may assume that a and b are 
points of 1 and that the section of 86% between these points which contains 
z is entirely contained in C. Using the notation of Definition 3.4, this 
section of A%? may be written C(a, b). Then let WI be the Jordan region 
bounded by C(a, b) u [a, b]. Observe that the boundaries of 9? and 9& 
share the relatively open set C(a, b) and hence by Lemma 3.1, either the 
interiors of these two regions coincide or they are disjoint in some neigh- 
borhood of C(a, 6). Since HD is inside W but exterior to &?p by construction, 
a0 n 9: is empty in some neighborhood of C(a, b). 
6Ql/76/2-9 
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FIG. 8. The setup for Theorem 3.3. 
The special cases in which no such box B can be constructed are limited 
to situations in which either C contains a relatively open segment of d 
including z (in which case there is nothing to prove since such a segment 
evidently satisfies the conclusions of the theorem), or C contains an inter- 
val with one endpoint z and the other, b, which lies somewhere along d. 
Define a as above when 89 is traversed from z in the direction away from 
b and shrink HD until one endpoint of d is b. Let b’ be the point of I closest 
to b. Replace 9, in the previous paragraph by the region whose boundary 
is C(a, b) u [b, b’] u [b’, a]. 
Since C(a, b) is pointwise convex relative to 9 there is a halfdisk 
centered at each point of C(a, b) which does not intersect Wi. Moreover, 
any halfdisk centered at a point of I whose interior is disjoint from B 
automatically misses W,O. (In the degenerate case of the previous 
paragraph, note that halfdisks may also be placed centered at the points of 
[b’, b] which miss WY.) By virtue of Theorem 3.2, %?I is convex. It is then 
straightforward to find a neighborhood of z such that 89 is, within this 
neighborhood, the (rotated) graph of a convex function. B 
The global shape of pointwise convex sections is broached by the next 
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result, which bears close resemblance to a theorem of Leja and Wilkosz. 
(See [LW]. Alternatively, see [V, p. 52, Theorem 4.81.) 
THEOREM 3.4. Ler W be a Jordan region in R* whose boundary contains 
a pointwise convex subset C with more than one point. Suppose that L is a 
line which intersects C at two points a and b and that C(a, b) lies in one of 
the open halfspaces determined by L. Then the Jordan region W, whose 
boundary is [a, b] v C(b, a) is convex. Moreover, 92; and 9’ are disjoint in 
some neighborhood of C(a, b). 
Proof. See Fig. 9. Let z be a point of C(a, b) of maximal distance from 
L. By Lemma 3.1 there is a neighborhood N of C(a, b) in which the inte- 
riors of .% and B1 either coincide or are disjoint. Assume momentarily that 
the interiors coincide within N and let HD be a halfdisk centered at z inside 
.%Y chosen so that HD c N. Then the diameter d of HD must lie on the line 
LI through z parallel to L according to our choice of z, and the bounding 
semicircle for HD must lie in the strip between L and L,. (Indeed, $I?i itself 
lies in this strip since each portion of its boundary lies in this strip.) A 
similar argument establishes that whenever z’ E L, n C(a, 6) then there is a 
nondegenerate line segment of L, centered at z’ contained in C(a, b). But 
then C(a, b) n L, would be relatively open in L, which is impossible. It 
follows that the interiors of W and R, are disjoint within N. Hence, since 
C(a, b) is pointwise convex relative to &?, at each point w  of C(a, 6) there 
is a halfdisk centered at w  disjoint from 3:. Note that any halfdisk 
centered at a point of L whose bounding semicircle does not enter the strip 
between L and L, is automatically disjoint from a:. An application of 
Theorem 3.2 establishes this theorem. 1 
FIG. 9. There is no halfdisk in R, centered at z’. 
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3.3. Inequalities for Paths and Shortest Paths 
If a path g joining p and q has length a(g) close to the length 1 of a 
shortest path f from p to q, then g must be close to f: We can see this by 
simple geometry in the unconstrained case, but we must use the previously 
established local geometry of shortest paths to prove it for paths in .G%. The 
relationship d(g)’ > 1’ + 4s2 can be read from the right triangle geometry 
in Fig. 10, where E is the distance from some point in the range of g to the 
nearest point in the range off: This inequality may be reinterpreted by 
writing it instead as d(g)’ - l2 > 4~~. Indeed, pick 6 > 0. Next choose any 
path g joining p and q in W and of arclength d(g) for which 4h2> 
&‘(g)2 - 12. Then 4S2 > 4s2 so that the range of g is contained in a tube of 
radius 6 about the range off: This is the form of the result needed to prove 
convergence of paths to f as the path lengths converge to 1. 
(4 P 
(b) pL\q 
FIG. 10. (a) Path g of length d(g) between p and q before stretching. (b) Path g stretched 
to achieve maximum distance E from [p, q] for a path of length d(g) joining p and q. 
(c) Path g joining p and q constrained to lie within Ye. For both the unconstrained case and 
the constrained case, &(g)2 > I* + 4s’. 
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Let us turn now to the theorem. For E > 0 and FERN let B,(y) be the 
open E ball centered at y. Moreover, for any path g defined on a compact 
interval with range in R2 let d(g) denote the (possibly infinite valued) 
arclength of g. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let $2 be a Jordan region in R2. Suppose that the shortest 
path, J; in 92 joining given points p and q has arclength I< 00 and let g be 
any other path in $9 joining p and q. If s E Range(g) and E > 0 satisfy the 
condition Range(f) n B,(s) = 0 then 
d(g) F JFT-G 
Moreover, this inequality is sharp. 
(1) 
Remark. Let p and q be points of a Jordan region 93 joined within W 
by a rectifiable path g. Thus the length of g gives an upper bound on the 
length of a shortest path from p to q in W. It is possible to estimate 
the location of the shortest path, f, in 9 joining p and q if some points 
along Range(f) are already known. Indeed, supposing that points a,, = 
p, al, . . . . a,, = q are known to be on the traverse of Range(f) in the listed 
order, then a lower bound for d(f) is the length, say I’, of the broken line 
from p to q through these points. (If these broken line lies within $9 it must 
be the shortest curve from p to q in 93.) Hence if E is the size of the largest 
open ball which can be placed at some point of Range(g) without inter- 
secting Range(f) (which is, as yet, unknown) then 
dW2- (,')22d(g)2-d(f)2> 4E2. 
It follows that a tube of radius f J&m about Range(g) will 
contain Range(f). 
The question which remains, though, is how one might hope to find such 
intermediate points in the shortest path between p and q. Suppose that 
there is a halfdisk HD in B centered at some z E 89 with the property that 
each segment from z through (HD)” which ends at the first intersection 
with 893 separates p from q within 9. (In concrete situations this can some- 
times be easily determined by an application of the Jordan curve theorem.) 
Then z E Range( f ). Indeed, these conditions on z imply that the extension 
within a of each radius of the bounding diameter of HD must also contain 
some point on Range(f ), and hence z itself lies on a (possibly degenerate) 
line segment in W joining two points of Range(f ). Since f is the shortest 
path, z E Range(f ). Once one intermediate point is found on Range(f), it 
may be considered in place of either p or q and the above search restarted 
for new choices of z. Of course, in general infinitely many such searches will 
be necessary in order to completely specify the shortest path. 
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Fix points a, and a2 in R2 and suppose that the distance between a3 and 
the line through a, and a2 is at least E. Then we will see that the following 
inequality holds: 
lb, -41 + lb3 -a211 a JIbI -a2112 +4E2. (2) 
Note that the left hand side is the length of string required to trace an 
ellipse with foci at a, and a2 going through a3. The right hand side of the 
inequality is the length of string required to trace the ellipse with foci a, 
and a2 that is tangent to the lines at distance E from the line through a, and 
u2. These are confocal ellipses and the first is at least as large as the second, 
so the left hand side of the inequality is greater than or equal to the right 
hand side of the inequality. The proof of Theorem 3.5, presented after the 
proof of Lemma 3.2 below, consists of bootstrapping the simple inequality 
(2) above into (1). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F: 9’ + R* be a homeomorphism and denote by &fI the 
Jordan region whose boundary is Range(F). Let t,, t,, and t3 be distinct 
points of 9’. Label their F-images by a,, a2, and a3. For notational 
convenience let fi, f2, and f3 denote the restrictions of F to the closed arcs 
[tl, t2], [t2, t3], and [t3, tl], respectively. (These arcs are the ones on 9” 
not containing the third ti in them.) Write Ci in place of Range(h) for 
i= 1, 2, 3. (See Fig. 11). If each Ci is pointwise convex relative to W, and 
E > 0 is chosen so that B,(a,) n C, = 0 then 
d(f2) + JQf3) 2 Jm. 
FIG. 11. Generalized triangle of Lemma 3.2. 
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Proof: Let L be any line which supports 9, at a point ZE 89, and 
denote the two closed halfspaces with bounding line L by L+ and L-. 
Label these so that 9?, c L+. If z$ {a,, a2, c3} then there is a halfdisk 
centered at z inside 9, (since each Ci is pointwise convex) and there is a 
halfdisk centered at z entirely within L- since L supports W,. Hence the 
smaller of the two bounding diameters of these halfdisks is a subset of 
L n &&. It follows that L n [&I?,\{u,, a2, u,}] is relatively open in L. 
Since L n a.9, is a compact subset of L either L n 89, c {a,, u2, u3} or 
L n a&?,, is one of the three closed line segments [a,, a,], [a,, u3], or 
C% %I. 
Now let L be a translate of the line through u2 and u3 that supports W,, 
and suppose for the moment that a, $ L. According to the conclusions of 
the previous paragraph, if L n {a,, u3} # 0 then either L n a%?, = {a,, u,} 
or L n 89, = [a,, a,], and in this latter case, C2 = [a,, u3]. (If L n Ml 
contains neither u2 nor u3 then L n a&?, = {ui} from the previous 
paragraph. In this case, pick another translate of L which supports W1 but 
not at u1 and argue as above with this translate.) It follows that [a,, a,] n 
W,O = @ and that [a,, uj] n (C, u C,) = {u2, u3}. Hence by replacing C2 
by [a,, a,], a Jordan region Se, may be defined with boundary C, u C, u 
[a,, u3]. By repeating this argument with points a, and u3 in place of u2 
and u3 and with g2 in place of %?i, a third Jordan region, 9&, can 
be formed whose boundary is C, u [a,, a,] u [a,, a,]. Observe that 
B,(u,) n C, = 0 as before. Moreover, obviously 
lb,-41 + Il~,-~lII ~-@v*)+Jwd. 
In order to establish the lemma it thus suffices to show that 
lb,-41 + II+-QIII +w,)2+4&2. (3) 
Observe that C, is pointwise convex relative to Ye,. (This is a conse- 
quence of Lemma 3.1 applied to 9, and %$.) Let x be a point of C, nearest 
u3. Refer to Fig. 12. Then [Ix - u3)( b E. Except for the case when C, = 
[a,, a,] (easily handled by inequality (2)) we have C, n [a,, uz] = 
(a,, u,} and hence C, u [a,, u2] forms the boundary of a Jordan region 
%,. By Theorem 3.4 this region is convex. Denote by m the line through 
x tangent to the circle of radius /lx - u3 II centered at u3. A direct conse- 
quence of the convexity of 9a and the choice of x is that m is a support 
line for & If x 4 {a,, a,) there is halfdisk centered at x inside 9& with 
bounding diameter along m. Let b and c denote the respective intersection 
points [a,, a,] nm and [a,, a,] n m. (If ~=a, then b = a1 and if x= uz 
then b = u2.) 
If A and B are compact convex sets in R2 with A c B then the nearest 
point map which assigns to each point of aB the nearest point in &4 is a 
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FIG. 12. The setup for Lemma 3.2. 
contraction. Hence the length of &4 is dominated by the length of cTB. It 
follows that if t E 9’ ’ is chosen so that f,(t) = x then both 
and 
lb1 - 41 + Ilb - XII 2 Jw-I I [I,, 1,) 
II% - CII + IIC - XII a d(.f, I [,,,*,). 
Noting that b, c, and x are collinear, these two inequalities together with 
4fI) = Jw-I I [I,, 1,) + Jw-I I Cr,r2,) 
G lb,-WI + lb-cll + IIC--*II, 
and 
II%-%ll + Il~3-~lII = lb*-cll + lb--311 + lb,-WI + Ilb-%ll 
and some algebra yield 
Jz?p=%J(llu, -611 + l/b-cll + llc-u,ll)*+4~* 
G lb, - 911 + lb, - a2ll G Jqf2) + -@If,) 
as desired. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 3.5. Suppose first that ,c4, I*, and E* are positive 
numbers in the relationship 
Let x and y be any nonnegative numbers. Then the inequality 
d++++x&/(Z*+y)*+4(~*+~)~ (4) 
may be verified directly or by partial differentiation first with respect to one 
variable (either x or v) and then with respect to the other. 
Let f, g, p, q, s, I, and E be as in the statement of Theorem 3.5. Let g, 
and g, denote the shortest paths between p and s and s and q, respectively. 
(If there is no path of finite length between some two of these points then 
inequality (1) is immediate.) Because both f and g, are shortest paths, the 
overlap of their ranges is a connected set one endpoint of which is p. Let 
a, denote the other endpoint. (If the overlap is just the singleton set {p} 
then let a, = p.) In a similar fashion, denote the endpoint of overlap of 
Range(f) with Range(g,) other than q by a2 and the endpoint of overlap 
of Range(g,) with Range(g,) other than s by a3. 
Note that 
Range(fC”‘,“21) u Range(gv1,“31) u Range(gp,“*‘) 
is the boundary of a Jordan region of the type described in Lemma 3.2. Let 
Jaf Cal, 021) = I*, 
&(gpq +Jiqgp’“*+&,; 
distance from a3 to Range( f co19 "*I) = E*. 
Then Lemma 3.2 asserts that d > dm. Let 
y=d(f)-d(f["l*"*') and x = &qgpq. 
Then it is easy to check that 
~+y+2x=4g,)+~(g*), 
l"+y=Nf), 
E<&*+X 
so that inequality (4) along with the fact d(g) 2 &(g,) + ,pP(g2) yields the 
desired inequality (1). 1 
Intuitively, the shortest path in a Jordan region W joining points p and 
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q can be obtained from a given path f in the region with these same 
endpoints by successively “cutting off’ all interior corners of Range(f). The 
following elementary result makes this more precise. 
THEOREM 3.6 (Convex hull contains shortest path). Let f be a path in a 
Jordan region 9 joining p and q. Assume that there is a path of finite length 
in 9 joining these points. Then the shortest path in W from p to q has range 
in the convex hull of Range(f ). In fact, each point on the shortest path is on 
a line segment (possibly degenerate) joining two points of Range(f ). 
ProoJ: Let g be the shortest path in 9 joining p and q. Suppose that 
z E a%! n Range(g) differs from p and q. Denote by HD a dividing halfdisk 
for g inside 9 which is centered at z. Let a be a point of the bounding 
halfcircle of HD and initially assume further that a is not on the bounding 
diameter. If a’ denotes the point of &% such that a E (z, a’) c R”, then p and 
q are separated in 9 by [z, a’]. Since any path joining p and q crosses 
[z, a’], there must be a point x, E Range(f) n [z, a’]. Now let e, and e2 be 
the endpoints of the bounding diameter of HD. Then by compactness of 
Range(f) there are points x1 and x2 on the segments [z, e;] and [z, e;], 
respectively, which belong to Range( f ). Thus z is on the segment [x,, xJ. 
By virtue of Theorem 2.3, if z E Range(g) n W” then there is a line 
segment I in Range(g) which contains z in its interior. If this segment is 
extended in each direction until it either hits 89 or reaches p or q, then the 
extended segment is again a subset of Range(g). Let z1 and z2 be the 
endpoints of this segment and note that each is in the convex hull of 
Range(f) from the previous paragraph. Consequently, so is z itself. The 
final assertion of this theorem follows from the easily established fact that, 
for connected subsets D of n-dimensional space, co(D) coincides with the 
set of convex combinations of at most n points of D. This is a special case 
of a theorem of Hanner and Ridstrom. (See [HR]. Alternatively, see 
[V, p. 169, Proposition 3.31.). 1 
3.4. Locally Shortest Paths 
We come now to locally shortest paths, the generalization, mentioned at 
the beginning of Section 3, of the notion of “shortest path” to the setting 
in which p and q cannot be joined within W by any path of finite arclength. 
These paths (which can be found between any pair of points of W, and 
which are shortest paths when the endpoints can be joined by a rectifiable 
path in W) share most of the desirable features of shortest paths and, in 
the topological sense, complete the space of shortest paths in W (see 
Theorem 3.1). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Fix points p and q in W. For E > 0 let S,(x) be 
the circle of radius E centered at a point X. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, 
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construct a homeomorphism F on [0, l] into 9 joining p and q such that 
both Range(F)\(p, q} c 9” and the restriction of F to any compact 
subinterval of (0, 1) has polygonal range. Let T = Range(F). 
Since S,(p) separates p from q in 9 for EC f I/p- 411, it follows that 
S,(p) n T has odd cardinality. Let a,(p) denote an arbitrary (but fixed) 
point of a closed arc A,(p) c S,(p) n 98 whose endpoints belong to 89 and 
which has the property that A,(p) n T is of odd cardinality. (If p E W” let 
A,(p)= S,(p) for e>O sufficiently small that S,(p)c%“). Then each path 
in W joining p and q crosses A,(p) by the Jordan curve theorem. In a 
similar manner, choose an arc A,(q) of S,(q) and point a,(q). 
For each (sufficiently large) positive integer n let f,: [O, l] --) W be the 
shortest path joining al,,(p) and a,,,(q). (Such a path exists since every 
point on either A,(p) or A,(q) is either an interior point of W or is attached 
by that arc to an interior point.) Suppose that g is a path in W which 
crosses each of AIIk(p) and A&q) exactly once, say at x and y, respec- 
tively. Then gk will denote the “truncation” of g between these arcs. More 
precisely, g and gk coincide between the arcs, but gk has constant value x 
when g has crossed A,,,(p), and has constant value y when g has crossed 
-‘h,,(q). 
Write {f,,O} in place of {f”} and for each j > 1 let {f,,j} ,“= i be a 
subsequence of { &- 1 } ,“= 1 such that the sequence of truncations 
KjLL suitably reparameterized, is uniformly convergent. (Observe that 
the arclength of each such truncation is bounded by a(&) + 2(2n;lj) which 
guarantees the equicontinuity of a sequence of appropriately reparame- 
terized truncations just as in the argument leading to Theorem 2.1.) If the 
uniform limit of these truncations is written hi then note that Range(hj) 
and Range(hj+l) coincide between the @circles centered at p and q. Let 
h be a homeomorphism on (0, 1) whose range is Uj Range(hj) and extend 
h by h(0) = p and h(1) = q. Since h is continuous on (0, l), h will be a 
locally shortest path in 9 joining p and q provided it is continuous at 0 
and at 1. 
Since F is continuous, given E > 0, Range(F) remains within the E ball 
centered at p if the parameter values are restricted to a sufficiently small 
interval [0, t]. Thus for any integers j and k for which l/k < llj< 
I/F(t) -pi], one path joining a point UE Alli to a point UE AIIk(p) 
in W travels along A,,j(p) to a point of Range(FIro,r,) and then along 
RangW’l Lo,tl) to AIlk and thence along this arc to v. According to 
Theorem 3.6, then, the shortest path in W joining a point of A,,,(p) to a 
point of A,,,(p) lies within the E ball centered at p provided j and k are 
suflkiently large. It follows that h must in fact be continuous at 0 and by 
a similar argument, continuous at 1 as well. That is, h is a locally shortest 
path in g joining p and q. 
To establish uniqueness of locally shortest paths, observe that the only 
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properties of shortest paths in 9 which were used in order to prove their 
uniqueness (see Theorem 2.3) were local properties at the points of their 
ranges other than their endpoints. Thus the arguments of Theorem 2.3 
carry over verbatim to establish the uniqueness of locally shortest 
paths-or, more precisely and according to our convention concerning 
uniqueness, to establish the uniqueness of the ranges of locally shortest 
paths. 
We turn, finally, to the homeomorphism between unordered pairs from 
%! and the ranges of locally shortest paths in 9 in the Hausdorff metric, 
which we will denote p. The natural map !P which associates to each unor- 
dered pair {p, q} of points of W the range of the locally shortest path 
M(p, q) in W between these points is one-to-one and onto. If we think of 
the collection of unordered pairs of points of 9 as the quotient of W x W 
by the equivalence relation which identifies the ordered pairs (p, q) and 
(q, p), and endow it with the usual quotient topology, then, because this 
topological space is compact, Y will be a homeomorphism if it is 
continuous. Suppose, then, that { pn} converges to p and { qn} converges to 
q, where all of these points are in 9. 
As in the argument above establishing the existence of locally shortest 
paths, for given E > 0 find 6 > 0 such that when l/k < l/j< 6, the shortest 
path joining a point in Al,,&) to a point of A,&) remains within E of p, 
and similarly for the shortest path joining points of Alik(q) and A,,j(q). 
Choose N so that when n > N then M(p,, q,J crosses both A I,k(p) and 
A,,,(q) for some integer k for which l/k < 6. Let Mk(a, 6) denote the 
truncation of M(a, 6) as described in the third paragraph of this proof, and 
let Y’(a, b) denote the Range(Mk(a, b)). Observe that a combination of 
the previous existence and uniqueness arguments shows that, with some 
reparameterizations, the sequence of truncations { Mk(p,, 4.)). a N 
converges uniformly to Mk(p, q). Thus (using the new notation) 
p(Yk(p,, q,,), Yk(p, q))+O. But each point of Y(P,, qJ\Y’(p,, q.) is 
within E of p or within E of q as is each point of Y(p, q)\Yk(p, q). Hence 
P(Y(P, 4)\Yk(Pv q), Y(Pm SJ\Yk(P”, qn)) 6 2.3 
from which p( Y(p, q), Y(p,, 4”)) < 2.5 for sufficiently large n. The proof of 
continuity is complete, as is the proof of Theorem 3.1. 1 
4. POINTWISE CONVEX SETS ARE SPIRALS 
This section gives a differential characterization of the arcs in the bound- 
ary of R that can be shortest curves in W. By Theorem 2.3, Definition 3.2, 
and Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, these arcs are pointwise and, hence, 
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neighborhood convex. Let us look at such curves, beginning with a simple 
case. Let G c R2 be the graph of a continuous convex function on a com- 
pact interval. Clearly there is a topological disk 93 containing G in its 
boundary in such a manner that the shortest path in W joining any two 
points of G is the section of G between them. G might be replaced by, say, 
a finite length section of a logarithmic spiral with similar conclusions about 
shortest paths within an appropriately constructed 9 joining points of that 
spiral within 9. We will demonstrate that curves with this “shortest path” 
property may be spiral-like towards each end but not more complicated 
than that. The appropriate definition of a spiral is obtained by insisting 
that the turning of the angle determined by $(t), the forward derivative 
along the curve, be monotonic. Precisely stated this gives us: 
DEFINITION 4.1 (Spirals). Let I be a nondegenerate interval of R* (the 
extended real line with the usual topology at + co making R* a compact 
space) and h: I-, R2 a homeomorphism parameterized by arclength. (In 
particular, then, the restriction of h to any closed subinterval not including 
either endpoint of Z must be rectifiable.) Say that h is a spiral if there is a 
monotone function I& I+ R* which assumes infinite values at most at the 
endpoints of Z, which has no jumps of size x or greater and which, for some 
s,, E Z, satisfies the condition 
h(s) = h(s,) + 1’ eU(” dr 
so 
(5) 
for each s E I. 
Let us see how this integral formula for spirals works in’the convex case. 
Let f: [a, b] + R be a continuous convex function and denote its right 
hand derivative by f+ . Then 
cj(x)=f”,/mdt 
a 
gives the arclength off between a and x 6 6. If $ is defined on [0, d(f )] 
by 
t&t) = arctan(q5-l(t)) 
(with the convention arctan( + co) = +7r/2), then $ is monotone increasing 
and, on sufficiently small intervals, it changes by less than rc. Hence its 
jumps are less than 7t. Here we are measuring arclength from (a, f(a)) 
along the curve and it may be shown, using standard information about 
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convex functions (see, for example, [R, Sect. 24]), that h: [0, d(f)] + R* 
given by 
h(s) = (a,f(a)) + j; ei6(‘) dt 
yields the representation h(#(x)) = (x, f(x)) for x E [a, b]. Conversely, by 
setting up local coordinates, one can show that any homeomorphism h 
given by Eq. (5) has the property that in a sufficiently small neighborhood 
of any nonendpoint, Range(h) is the (possibly rotated) graph of some 
convex continuous function. The condition on the size of the jumps of $ is 
used in this argument. It follows from this discussion that the spirals of 
Definition 4.1 are the curves in R* which do not intersect themselves, which 
may spiral like a watch spring towards either or both ends and which have 
a “convex appearance” everywhere except possibly at their endpoints. 
The result is as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let W be a Jordan region in R* and C a pointwise convex 
subset of 8.9. (Recall Definition 3.2, which requires that such sets be non- 
degenerate closed arcs.) Let Z be a closed interval of R* (possibly infinite) 
whose length is the arclength of C and let h be u homeomorphism between Z 
and C parameterized by arclength. Then h is a spiral. Conversely, if h is a 
spiral with compact range C then there is a Jordan region W containing C in 
its boundary in such a manner that C is pointwise convex (relative to 9). 
Proof Suppose that C is a pointwise convex subset of 89 and that Z 
and h are as in the first part of the theorem statement. We will construct 
s,, and $ as in Definition 4.1 for h. In this regard, pick any point SUE I”. 
Because C is neighborhood convex (Theorem 3.3), by virtue of the discus- 
sion following Definition 4.1 above, there is a monotone function, say I++,,,~, 
defined in some neighborhood of s0 in Z which provides a representation of 
h as in Eq. (5). In attempting to extend lc/ioc to a monotone function on Z 
which continues to obey the strictures of Definition 4.1, either and elemen- 
tary compactness argument or Zorn’s lemma may be invoked. Either of 
these together with Theorem 3.3 establishes the existence of a monotone 
function $1 defined on a closed subinterval I, of Z containing s0 which 
satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.1 on I, and which, assuming I, is a 
proper subset of Z, cannot be extended to a strictly larger domain and still 
satisfy the conditions of that definition. Let s1 be an endpoint of I, which 
is not an endpoint of I. Again by Theorem 3.3 and the discussion following 
Definition 4.1 there is a monotone function ti2 defined on some 
neighborhood of s1 which represents h in the sense of Eq. (5) in that 
neighborhood. If $r and $2 were monotone in the same direction we could 
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extend $ i , and I, would not be maximal. Therefore tj i and *I cannot be 
monotone in the same direction. In fact, since the domains of $, and ti2 
overlap on one side of si, both of these functions must be constant 
functions on the common part of their domains; hence C must contain a 
nondegenerate line segment L which contains h(s,). But by virtue of the 
differing senses of monotonicity of $I and I+Q~, W” lies on each side of L, 
in violation of the Jordan curve theorem. It follows that I, = Z and this half 
of the proof is complete. 
In order to establish the converse, first observe that since Range(h) 
is compact by hypothesis, so is the domain, Z, of h. Let o! be a 
homeomorphism from [O, 1 ] x (0) onto Z. Denote by Ti the boundary of 
the closed unit square in R2 and T2 its reflection through the x axis. (Thus 
T, n T,= [O, l] x (O}.) Recall that each embedding of [0, l] into R* is 
tame. (See [M, Theorem 13, p. 793.) Hence the homeomorphism 
hoa: [0, l] x (0) -+ C has an extension (hereafter denoted f) to a 
homeomorphism of R* onto R 2. Then f( T,) and f(T2) bound Jordan 
regions whose intersection is C itself. Our region %! will be the image of 
either the upper or the lower square under this map. Let 1 be the line 
through x and y, the endpoints of C, and let rl be a point of C of maximal 
distance from 1. If 1’ is the line parallel to I through r, then there is a point 
r E C n I’ such that one of the open rays of I’ starting at r does not meet 
C. Choose a halfdisk centered at r which has empty intersection with the 
open strip between 1 and I’. Either this halfdisk, or some shrunken version 
of it, will lie in one of the above regions. This is the sought for region 9’. 
(Note that by choice of r, there is no halfdisk centered at r which lies in 
the other region.) 
The proof will be completed by showing that C is pointwise convex 
relative to W. In this regard, note that the representation of h as specified 
in Eq. (5) provides complete information on the orientation of a locally 
supporting halfdisk in W at a given nonendpoint w  of C. Indeed, if h(s) = w  
for some s~Z then e’@(s) is the direction vector of a line through w  which 
contains the diameter of one such halfdisk. Moreover, if t,G is monotone 
increasing then translates by w  of small positive multiples of the vector 
-ie’+‘“’ point into the interior of .!4! and hence the halfdisk should be 
chosen so that such vectors point into its interior as well. (If $ is monotone 
decreasing then use translates by w  of small positive multiples of the vector 
+ ie’@(‘) instead.) d 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let B? be a Jordan region and C a connected subset of 
892 with distinct endpoints x and y. Then C is pointwise convex if and only 
if it has the following property: for each p and q in C(x, y) there is a path 
of finite length joining them in W, and the shortest path in 92 between them 
has range C[p, q]. Otherwise stated, a compact connected subset of a&? 
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containing more than one point is pointwise convex if and only if it is a 
locally shortest path in 3. 
Proof. One direction is immediate from Theorem 2.3. For the converse, 
suppose that C is pointwise convex and that p and q are distinct points of 
C(x, y). Since there are halfdisks centered at these points in 92 there is a 
path from each of them into W” of finite length, and hence there is a path 
in 9 between p and q of finite length. Let f be a homeomorphism of [0, l] 
onto C[p, q] and suppose that z E C(p, q). If HD denotes a halfdisk in B 
centered at z it suffices (again by Theorem 2.3) to establish that HD is a 
dividing halfdisk for J: Evidently C[p, q] n HD” = @ since C[p, q] c &A!. 
Let a be a point on the bounding semicircle of HD but not on the 
bounding diameter. Suppose that a’ E 8% denotes the point on the ray from 
z through a such that (z, a’) E W” and that the two subregions of W created 
by [z, a’] are written @i and 9&. In order to show that exactly one of p 
and q lies in 9, it is enough to show that a’ $ C[p, q] (since then C[p, q] 
crosses [z, a’] once, going from one subregion into the other.) See Fig. 13. 
Assume that a’ E C[p, q]. Let 9& be the Jordan region whose boundary 
is [z, a’] u C(z, a’). Note that there is a neighborhood of (z, a’) contained 
in 9”. Thus there is a point of W” in 9& and hence B?F c 9”. Let I denote 
the line through z and a, and w’ E C(z, a’) a point of maximal distance from 
1. Denote by 1’ the line parallel to I through w’ and let w  E I by any point 
of C(z, a’) chosen so that one of the open rays of I’ starting at w  has empty 
intersection with C(z, a’). Then any halfdisk centered at w  whose interior 
misses C(z, a’) must contain points outside the strip between 1 and I’ and 
hence must contain points exterior to 9. Since C[x, y] is pointwise convex 
4 
FIG. 13. If a’ E C[p, q]. 
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relative to &Y this is impossible. That is, a’# C[p, q] as had to be 
shown. a 
As discussed in Section 2.4 (see Theorem 2.4) it is possible to charac- 
terize those points on a shortest path joining points p and q of a Jordan 
region &? as those which cannot be strictly separated from both p and q in 
9. The extension to locally shortest paths is immediate. 
THEOREM 4.2. A point z in a Jordan region W lies in the range of a 
locally shortest path f joining points p and q of 9 if and only if z cannot be 
strictly separated in B from both p and q. 
Proof: Suppose that z can be strictly separated from p and q in W. Since 
any path crossing a separation segment two or more times can be strictly 
shortened, the locally shortest path between p and q never crosses that 
segment. Hence z is not in the range of a locally shortest path joining p and 
q in 9% 
For the converse, assume that both p and q belong to 89. (If, for 
example, p E go then extend the locally shortest curve from q to p, which 
near p is a line segment, by extending that segment until it hits M at a 
point pl. Unless z is on this extension, replace p by pl. If z is on the 
extension, a segment perpendicular to the extension which separates p from 
z will also separate z from the locally shortest path between p and q.) If 
Range(f) c 89 then f is a spiral in the boundary of the topological disk W 
and z is a point of ~8 not on that spiral. If, on the other hand, Range(f) 
intersects W” then denote by s the smallest closed connected subset of M? 
with the following two properties: if a and b are the endpoints of s, then 
(using the notation of Definition 3.4) 
l Range(f) n s = (a, b}; and 
l Range(Sc”,bl ) us is the boundary of a Jordan region, henceforth 
denoted W,, which contains z. 
Note that 9, contains Range(frqb7) in its boundary and that fra,*] is a 
spiral. 
Thus either of the above situations, the problem of strictly separating.2 
from p and q in W comes down to that of strictly separating z inside some 
(possibly different) Jordan region W, from the range of a spiralf, which lies 
in M1 and does not contain z. There are several cases. 
First suppose that there is no path in Bi of finite length joining z to any 
point of Range(f,). Then, just as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, on each 
sufficiently small circle centered at z there is an arc whose endpoints are 
in &%i but otherwise is a subset of 9: which strictly separates z from 
Range(f,). Since z cannot be joined in W, to any point of its interior by a 
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finite length path, it follows that the central angle subtended by some of 
these arcs is less than 71. For any such arc, the line segment joining the 
endpoints of this arc must contain a nondegenerate subsegment whose 
endpoints are in 89, but which otherwise is contained in 9: and which 
strictly separates z from Range(f,). 
Next suppose that there is a path in a, joining z to some point of 
Range(f,) which is of finite arclength. Then pick out, among all such paths, 
one, say g, from z to some point w  in Range(f, ) of shortest length. (Such 
a path exists by the same compactness argument leading to Theorem 2.1.) 
If w  is not an endpoint of fi then Range(g) must pass through 9; just 
prior to reaching w  and hence must contain a line segment interior to W1 
with endpoint w. Starting at w, some portion of that line segment is interior 
to some closed halfdisk HD centered at w  inside W, by choice of w  as a 
path-closest point to z in Range(f,). A strictly separating segment may be 
constructed by taking the closure of a maximal segment in 6%; which is 
both parallel and close to the bounding diameter of HD and which passes 
through HD ‘. 
The remaining case is one in which the path-closest point of Range(f,) 
in 9, to z is a, an endpoint of fi. If g, a shortest path in W1 joining z to 
a, lies in the interior of .9& except at its endpoints then Range(g) contains 
a line segment m with endpoint a. But then a line segment perpendicular 
to m which crosses m at some point of its relative interior and which is 
extended in both directions until hitting CM, serves as a strictly separating 
segment by arguments by now familiar. If, finally, there is a point 
y E %I?, n Range(g) other than z or a then pick a dividing halfdisk HD1 for 
g centered at y inside $I?,. Either the extension of some nonbounding radius 
of HD, strictly separates z from Range(f,) as desired or, since each such 
extended radius separates z from a by definition, no such extended radius 
can separate z from b, the other endpoint of fi. But then each such 
extended radius out of y separates b from a. This last condition can be met 
only if y is itself on the locally shortest path in 9, joining u and b, that is, 
only if ye Range(f,). (See the remark following the statement of 
Theorem 3.5.) But then gcz*Y1 is a path strictly shorter than g which lies in 
9, and which joins z to a point of Range(f,), a contradiction. d 
Note added in proof: We have recently learned of work of Franz-Erich Walter, in which 
he establishes the uniqueness of shortest paths between pairs of points of certain Riemannian 
manifolds with boundary [W, Theorem 6.1, p. 1471. (His class of manifolds includes those 
Jordan regions for which each pair of points may be joined by an arc of finite length.) Our 
study and his are, in general, complementary and entirely distinct, both in terms of results and 
techniques. 
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